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Benami account holders’ data 
The Chairman Federal Board of Revenue (FBR), Syed Shabbar Zaidi, has reportedly written to all 
commercial banks' chief executive officers (CEOs) to provide details of benami account holders. In his 
words "we will appreciate your help (in providing) information about benami accounts within 14 days" and 
reminded them of a meeting held with the chief financial officers of all banks in which it was agreed that all 
banks would seek information from their account holders about the benami accounts within their network. 
This is certainly the easy way out for the FBR in that it would simply wait for the banks' CEOs to provide 
the information on benami accounts rather than direct its own staff to engage in a time-consuming and very 
challenging exercise to identify benami account holders which may also require court orders. 
 
Two major constraints may be faced by the CEOs in the event that they opt to deliver on Zaidi's request. 
First, the relationship managers at banks are fully aware of who the benami account holders are and 
therefore are in a position to provide the data to the FBR yet they may be constrained by the secrecy laws 
pertaining to giving such information to the federal tax machinery. One would assume that on presenting a 
subpoena to a particular bank or a bank branch for a particular benami account holder, the FBR would 
legally compel the bank to provide the information but to give data on all benami account holders to FBR 
within 14 days appears to be an exercise which few banks managers, leave alone their CEOs, would actually 
endorse. 
 
And secondly, the question arises as to why a bank official would not make use of the whistleblower law, 
titled the Public Interest Disclosures Bill, instead of simply handing over the information on benami account 
holders to FBR. The Bill was passed by the National Assembly in June 2019 which allows a whistleblower 
protection of his/her identity and life (defined as a person who may identify corrupt practice(s) by any 
individual or organisation); and entitles him/her to 20 percent of the total amount of recoveries made from 
individuals or entities netted in financial corruption cases in order to encourage the whistleblowers to come 
forward and identify corruption. 
 
Perhaps in acknowledgment of these two constraints, Zaidi urged the banks for "mutual cooperation, 
voluntary compliance and close coordination between the banks and the FBR." And as per a rather 
inexplicable statement made by the FBR it claims it does not want to contact account holders directly "so 
that peoples' trusts in the FBR can be maintained." One would like to remind Zaidi that the people as clients 
of banks trust that their banks would keep their accounts secret unless issued a subpoena while taxpayers are 
not regarded as clients of the FBR and therefore no trust as such is required between the two. Granted that 
the FBR is widely believed to be one of the most corrupt organisations in the country, with a former finance 
minister stating on record that at least half a billion rupees is lost every year to FBR corruption, however by 
compelling banks to do the FBR's job in order to keep the peoples' trust while the banks would be breaching 
their clients' trust by doing so, appears to be a lopsided logic. 
 
To conclude, it is the FBR's responsibility to ferret out benami accounts and it must do so by employing 
individuals with the necessary experience. To pass on the buck to banks appears to be an approach that 
would be fraught with legal challenges against banks in the event that they agree to this proposal and may 
lead to massive withdrawals making Pakistan even more of a cash economy than it is at present. 
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